
Chapter Two 

The Aramaic Alphabet 
The Aramaic and Hebrew alphabets are the same.  

Letter Final form Name Transliteration
1
 Pronunciation 

a   @la          Yalĕf  Y   silent 

B    tyb       bêt  b ball     

b                    bêt  v (b)  vine 

G   lmyg         gimĕl   g    gift        

g                   gimĕl  gh (g) ghost 

D    tlD        dalĕt  d      debt     

d                  dalĕt  th (d)   the     

h   ah           hē’      h      his     

     

w   ww             vāv (or wāw)
2
         v or w   vine or way 

z   !yz            zāyĭn    z  Zion    

x   tyx I      hêt     ch ( h ̣) Bach  

j   tyj I      têt     t  ( t ̣) tall    

y    dwy         yôd      y     yes     

     

K &   @k         kăf  k  king   

k $                 kăf  ch (k) peach   

l   dml        lāmĕd  l  lion 

m ~  ~m          mēm  m  man 

n !  !wn           nûn  n  no   

     

s   $ms       sāmĕk  s sin    

[   !y[         ‘ăyĭn   ‘    silent  

P @  aP         pē’   p pet   

p @               pē’  ph (or f) fat   

c #  ydc        tsādê  ts ( s ̣) nets  

q   @wq       qôf  q king   

     

r   vyr        rêš    r run  

f   !yf         sîn  s sin 

v   !yv         shîn  sh (š) shine 

T   wT          tāv (tāw)  t toy 

t                tāv (tāw)  th (t) throne 

 

                                                 
1
 Transliteration is the process of assigning an English equivalent to the Hebrew letter.  

2
 I prefer vav over waw. That is how I learned it so I will continue with that heritage.  



 

Notice the five groupings. These are organized in four or five letters per group in order to 

help in the memorization process. It is far easier to memorize a group of four or five letters, then, 

once the group is memorized, move on to the next group. Memorize the letter, saying the name 

and writing the letter many times. Do this until the whole alphabet can be written without 

hesitation.  

 

BeGaD KeFaT  
Notice there are some letters that are repeated and contain a dot (

.
) within it (e.g., T). This dot is 

called a Daghesh Lene and indicates a hard pronunciation. These letters are called begadkephat 

(a composite built on the names of the six letters tpkdgb) as a way to remember them. These 

letters are B, G, D, K, P, T.  As you can see, Aramaic, like Hebrew is written from right to left.        

 

 

Final Form 
There are five letters that contain a final form. A final form letter should be used when that letter 

is in the last position of the word.  

 

letter final form 

k $ 
m ~ 
n ! 
p @ 
c # 

 

Final kaf $ has two special forms that come up a lot. Final kaf  $  is written with a silent sheva ( . 

) when it lacks a vowel and looks like  %. Likewise final kaf has the final qamets ( " ) placed 

inside it and looks like ^.   

  

Certain letters sound alike 
As you can tell some of the letter sound alike.  

 s,  f   - S, as in See 

 K,  q  - K, as in keep 

 j,  T   - T, as in Tom 

 b,  w   - V, as in Vine 

 x,  k    - CH, as in Bach 

 a,  [ - Silent                       

 

 

The Vowels 
Our ancient Hebrew and Aramaic text had no written vowels. The written vowels were added 

around AD 500 by the Masoretes who added them in order to preserve the language. It is not that 

the language did not use vowels; it is just that there was no written form until later. The speaker 

would add the vowel as necessary. For example, all verbs (with exception) use the “a” sound in 



the first syllable while its noun equivalent will use the “e” sound in the first vowel position. The 

system they developed is called the pointing system whose intention is not to alter the 

established written form. The pointing added small dots and symbols below and above the 

character.  

Aramaic has the “a,” “e,” “i,” “o,” and “u” vowel sounds as shown below. 

 

Table of Full-Vowels 

Group Name Sign Position Sound Example 

a Qamets
3
 

' 'a a, as in car b'a father 

Pathach 
: ;a a, as in bat t;B daughter 

e Tsere 
E ea e, as in they lEa God 

Tsere-Yod yE yea e, as in they tyeB house 

S
e
ghol 

, ,a e, as in met l<q<v shekel 

i Hireq-Yod yI yIa i, as in marine ayih she 

Hireq 
I ia i, as in sit ~i[ with  

o Holem 
I oa o, as in row aol not 

Holem-Vav A Aa o, as in row rAa light 

Qamets-Hatuf 
' 'a o, as in cost l'K all 

u Shureq W Wa u, as in rule aWh he 

Qibbuts 
u ua u, as in rule !'x.luv table 

 

     

Long Vowels. The following table lists the Aramaic/Hebrew long vowels.   

 

Sign Name Transliteration Example 

    '- qameis #em"q ā b"a   ʼav father 

    e-  isere   yerec ē lea   ʼel God 

    o-  Iholem ~,lAx ō a{l   loʼ not 

 

 

 

Naturally long vowels. The following table lists the Aramic/Hebrew naturally long vowels. 

Naturally long vowels are formed using either a vav (w) or a yod (y).  

 

Sign Name Transliteration Example 
    ye  isere yod dAy yerec ê tyEB   beyth house of 

    yi- hireq yod dAy q,ryix î ayIh hiyʼ  she  
A Iholem vav  w'w ~,lAx ô rAa   ʼor light 
W šureq q<rWv û aWh   huʼ he 

 

 

Short Vowels. The following table lists the Aramaic/Hebrew short vowels. 

                                                 
3
 The older authors use qā́mĕs,  pắtăh, etc. The spelling is often different depending on the author. One thing the 

beginning student of Aramaic needs to know is that nothing is consistent between different authors.    



 
Sign Name Transliteration Sound Example 

    ;- pa;taIh   x;t;P ă a, as in bat t;B daughter 

    ,-  s
e;gol lAg.s ĕ e, as in met l,q,v shekel 

    i-  Ihireq q,ryix ĭ i, as in sit ~i[ with 

    "-  qameis Ihåituf   @Wj"x #Em"q ŏ o, as in cost l"K all 

    u- qibbu is #WBIq ŭ u, as in rule !"x>lUv table 

 

 

 

The Half-Vowels 
In addition to vowels, Aramaic, like Hebrew, makes use of semi-vowels or half-vowels. These 

half vowels make use of the sheva or shewa (a'w>v). There are two classes of sheva, the first is the 

vocal sheva which stands alone and is pronounced like an “e” as in  tyir>B (b
e
rit) pronounced 

“breet.” It is transliterated as a superscript e as in b
e
rit. The other class is a silent sheva which is a 

sheva placed beneath a consonant that ends a syllable and sometimes placed in the final kaf (%).   

The other sheva is used as a compound with other vowels and makes a hurried vowel 

sound. The compound shevas are as follows: 

 
First Second Compound Name Sounds like Example 

: . ]] Ihatef - pathaIh hurried Pathach   yIn]a ʼ
a
niy       “I”   

< . ? Ihatef- s
e
ghol hurried S

e
ghol vAn?a ʼ

e
noš    “man” 

' . \ Ihatef- qametis hurried Qamets yIl\x Iholi   “sickness” 

  

 

Consonants Used as Vowels  
The consonants ywha may be used as vowel letters.  a and h are used for final ā or ē, w for  ō or ū, 

and y for ī and ē. Final ē, which occurs very rarely, is indicated by h.
4
 

 

Daghesh Forte 
The Daghesh forte is a dot in the letter which indicated one is to double the consonant in which it 

occurs. It is the same mark as the daghesh lene placed in the six consonants. For example in, !eB;h 
(habben) the bet is doubled.  

 

The rules for a daghesh forte are as follows: 

1. A dot in any letter other than a BaGad KeFaT letter is a daghesh forte. 

2. A daghesh forte is always found immediately after a vowel, whereas a daghesh lene is 

never found after a vowel.       
  

 

Gutturals 

                                                 
4
 Franz Rosenthal, A Grammar of Biblical Aramaic (Wiesbaden: Die Deutsche, 2002), p. 12 



The gutturals are:  a, [, h, x, and sometimes r. They are gutturals because they are pronounced 

from the back of the throat.  

 

Sibilants 
The sibilants are:  z, s, c, f, and v. They are classified as sibilants because of their “s” sounds.   

 

Labials 
The labials are:  B, m, and P.  

 

Furtive Pathach 
When a word ends with one of the gutturals   or   and a Pathach is beneath the final guttural it is 

called a Furtive Pathach and the Pathach is pronounced before the final guttural.  An example is 

:xWr  (ruach), “spirit, wind.”  

  

Syllables 
The word syllable comes to the English from the Greek syllabē meaning, “that which holds 

together,” and applies to how a word is pronounced. A word or part of a word pronounced with a 

single, uninterrupted sound of the voice is a syllable. Aramaic words have as many syllables as 

they have separate consonants. In general, words are broken up into syllables using the following 

rules:  

 

 All syllables in a word must begin with a consonant. 

 A syllable must include one full vowel or a half vowel. 

 There are as many syllables as there are full vowels.  

 A syllable will split the doubled letter of a daghesh forte.   

 

Aramaic syllables are either open or closed. An open syllable is one that ends in a vowel and 

is normally a long vowel. A closed syllable is one that ends in a consonant and the vowel will 

normally be short.  

 

Aramaic Differences  
There are a few things to point out concerning the differences between Aramaic and Hebrew. 

These differences are summarized as follows: 

 

1. Hebrew words with zayin (z) may be changed to dalet (d) in Aramaic.  

 

Hebrew  Aramaic  Translation 
b'h'z  b:h.D  gold 
x:b'z  x:b.D  to sacrifice 

 

2. Hebrew words with tsade (c) may be changed to tet (j) in Aramaic. 

 

Hebrew  Aramaic  Translation 
rWc  rWj  mountain 



 

3. Hebrew words with tsade (c) may by changed to ayin ([) in Aramaic.  

 

Hebrew  Aramaic  Translation 
#,r,a  h'[.r;a  land, earth 
#E[  ['a  tree 

 

4. Hebrew words with shin (v) may be changed to tav (t) in Aramaic. 

  

Hebrew  Aramaic  Translation 
rAv  rAT  bull 
b:v'y  bit.y  to dwell 

 

5. The Aramaic consonants are interchangeable
5
. 

 

 Aramaic option  Aramaic option Translation 
a and h a'l h'l not 
   a'r]h:n h'r]h:n river 
v and s a.T.v:v.x:T.r;a a.T.s:v.x:T.r:a Artaxerxes 
   a'k.B:f a'k.B:s harp 

  

6. Hebrew words normally spelled with the long o-class vowel, Holem Vav, may be spelled 

with the long a-class vowel, Qamets, in Aramaic. This is referred to as the Canaanite 

shift.
6
     

 

Hebrew  Aramaic  Trnanslation 
~Al'v  ~'l.v  peace 
vAn/a  v'n/a  man 
rAD  r'D  generation 
bAj  b'j  good 

 

7. The determinate state. The definite article is moved to the end of the word and changes to 

Qamets with alef (a'  ).    

 

Hebrew  Aramaic  Trnanslation 
%,l,M:x  a'K.l:m  the king 

 

 

 

 

 

8. Fewer uses of the vav conjunction (w) in Aramaic than in Hebrew.  
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 Miles Van Pelt, Basics of Biblical Aramaic (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2011), p. 4 

6
 Miles Van Pelt, Basics of Biblical Aramaic (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2011), p. 10 



9. Greater use of the word yiD . The word may be used as a subordinate conjunction (“that, so 

that, when, after”), a genitive (“that of, which belongs to”), and a relative pronoun (“who, 

which, that”).    

 

10. Common words. Some common words are noticeably different. 

 

Common word Aramaic Hebrew 

to come hta aAb 

to fear lxD aEr'y 

to see hzx h'a'r 

to speak llm r:m'a  r:b'D 

to go down txn d:r'y 

  

 

 

 

 

Practice 
A. Memorize the consonants. 

B. Memorize the vowels. 

C. Memorize the half-vowels.  

D. Memorize the 9 major differences between Hebrew and Aramaic. 

 

 


